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Introduction. 
 
Something’s happened to me over the last five years. I listen to, and trust, pop 
music far less than I did in my twenties, and the pop that I still listen to is 
radically different than what I grew up with. My ears cock, like a cat’s, more 
toward jazz, avant-garde, and instrumental hip-hop now than to the rock, rap, 
R&B, and beat-driven fare that sustained me for twenty years.  
 
To be fair, jazz was always there, ever since I bought a $20 CD of Miles Davis’s 
Capitol/Blue Note years in a cold January morning in 1994. I bought it from 
Sound Warehouse, a chain that’s long gone, because the cover was cool and 
Davis—with his close-cropped hair and natty suit—looked cooler than I could 
ever hope for. It was a sophistication to aspire toward, and to try and impress 
girls with. My aspirations failed on both fronts and, honestly, I’m mostly no 
longer a Davis fan. But that compilation—with legends Cannonball Adderley, 
Kenny Clarke, Art Blakey, and Jackie MacLean on it, performing classic 
compositions by Thelonious Monk, Bud Powell, and Rodgers & Hart—was 
maybe the best and most accessible primer to jazz that a 17-year-old boy could 
have received. Jazz, mostly bebop and hard bop, became the soundtrack for 
allnighters of writing papers during college, restless nights in an empty bed, 
and brisk walks around campus. 
 
Still, I tried to keep up with pop… until I realized that I wasn’t. Sure, I continue 
to buy new albums by old standbys, De La Soul and Los Lobos and Bob Mould 
and Phish. Overwhelmingly, though, my interest in the broad tent of pop—with 
its outsized emotions, its emphasis on “sincerity” and “authenticity,” with its 
tumultuous emphasis on right-now-I-need-it-right-now—has waned. What 
once felt passionate, true, and sing-along now felt calculated, false (or at least 
too simple to be fully true), and narcissistic. As a black dude who spent much of 
high school being called a “sellout” or accused of “acting white,” I’ve always 
had a conflicted relationship with “authenticity” and limited notions of what 
“real” is. Since so much of young adulthood and its music is about proving your 
realness, I was a conflicted kid. We all were. But the conflict remains in me, as 
does my distrust of any music that emphasizes realness over tunefulness, or 
authenticity over craft. So, I’ve never much liked folk, or acoustic singer-
songwriter stuff. It all feels like white folks singing out their diary entries over 
mediocre strummed guitar to me (“But it’s so real, Walter!”), and it bores me. 
 
What pop tastes remain in me are leaning toward Brazil’s MPB and Tropicalia 
movements of the 1960s and 1970s, and the rousing Afropop from Senegal to 
South Africa, Mali to Ghana, all in languages that I can’t understand. I still like 
music that makes me dance, as shy and rhythmless as I am. The pop I like, that 
Afropop and polyrhythmic stuff, adds and subtracts layers of complexity; it’s 
less interested in solos and the primacy of the human voice; it talks about stuff 
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beyond the first flush of new love or the last pang of dying love but instead all 
the true stuff in-between. The music feels like conversations between equally 
important members, like a community being built chord by chord. 
 
And that’s okay. Pop is largely made by and for young folks. Last October, I 
turned 36, officially putting me outside the coveted 18-35 marketing window 
for corporate culture. So, it makes sense that I view it askew these days. Most 
of the pop I love takes me back to my adolescence, which was fraught and 
sexually frustrated and introverted (though I hid it by being the “funny, cool 
black guy”) and queasily insecure. In short, I only rarely want to return to that 
place, and I always do it with mixed feelings.  
 
So, with all that in place, how the hell did I end up as a pop-music reviewer in 
2012? And why did I like it so much? 
 
In March 2012, about a month after my divorce finalized and I was at possibly 
the lowest point in my life, emotionally and financially, here comes my friend 
Daniel Couch with an email: 
 
I don't know if this would be interesting to you or not, but melophobe has given 
me the ok to reach out to good writers and recruit them to join on as 50 word 
review writers.  My commitment is about once a month, but you can certainly 
do more...and probably less...if you want.  They would email you an album to 
download and review and you would upload it on the back end of the site.  They 
have a training video...it's easy. 
 
To be honest, I was only mildly intrigued. It was so mild that, at first, I couldn’t 
see that he was throwing me a lifeline, offering a new path for writing at a time 
when I thought my writing was dead, my life was dead, my dreams were 
useless, and my ambitions were unsound and unlikely to ever be fulfilled. I 
breathed in. I breathed out. And then I wrote him back. 
 
Why did I say yes? melophobe, a Portland-based music magazine, specialized in 
exactly the type of music I was most ambivalent about. Mostly, I gotta tell you, 
it was the format: “50 word reviews.” Not about 50 words or around 50 words. 
The album reviews had to be exactly 50 words long.  
 
It was a way of ensuring that melophobe gave every album it reviewed equal 
share. It was also a way of ensuring that a reviewer had to get creative. The 50-
word review is essentially critical haiku. There’s no room for sustained (and 
longwinded) analysis—my preferred mode. Instead, I had to work out my 
feelings on a record in three, maybe four sentences. I had to, usually, 
concentrate on a single core element that defined the whole. I had to make 
bold, succinct statements that, in a longer essay, I would’ve qualified or 



hemmed and hawed about. 50-worders forced me to be blunt, be harsh, and 
open myself for hard questions by unequivocally saying what I meant.  
 
All that was wonderful and necessary for me. There were other compensations, 
of course. I got free albums, two or three a week, in my email inbox. 
melophobe’s tastes careened every which way, so I got to review the latest 
mixtapes from underground rappers, instrumental heavy metal, small-label 
indie punk, and the newest offerings from blockbuster artists. It was a big tent. 
I felt part of the zeitgeist again, instead of watching it from the sidelines.  
 
The reviews went up quickly, which was an ego boost at a time when I sorely 
needed one. From March through July, my twice-weekly assignments gave me 
electric jolts. I listened to albums while I jogged, while writing on my computer, 
while cooking dinner. Popular music became, once more, part of the 
atmosphere of my life. 
 
It couldn’t last but that wasn’t my fault. melophobe’s site crashed in July 2012. 
The editors couldn’t be reached by email or phone, and one of them had just 
started his own law practice, anyway, so his time was not his own. After a 
month of inaction, it became clear that the magazine wasn’t coming back. All 
that work, mine and everyone’s else, was gone.  
 
Ah well. Magazines come and go, and this was a fun ride that got me back into 
pop. I’m still wary of it in all its genres, still a little distrustful of its promises and 
provocations. The reviews that follow, I think, give a sense of this. Imagine 
them as little conversations that I have with musicians and their albums. Or 
maybe it’s all part of one long, contentious dialogue I’ve been having with pop 
since I was in junior high. I doubt it’s listening to me but talking to yourself 
sometimes serves a purpose, right? 
 
Enjoy. 
 
 
 
Walter Biggins 
17 February 2013 
Jackson, MS 
  



Boilerplate. 
 
Most of these pieces originally appeared in melophobe, from March through 
July 2012. The albums are ranked from zero points (unlistenable) to ten points 
(masterpiece). The reviews are exactly 50 words, with an additional section for 
related artists and lukewarm jokes. I’ve added a few reviews—of Bob Mould, 
Corin Tucker Band, Japandroids, and Twin Shadow—that I wrote in the 
melophobe style but that were done strictly for my amusement.  
 
Many thanks to Daniel Couch, Colin McLaughlin, and Joshua Holt. 
  
  



Ace Hood 
Starvation 
Rating: 5.2 

 

 

Ace Hood’s mad, justifiably: His daughter’s dead, haters hate, ho’s trifle, and 
Dad’s a deadbeat. But he’s still thugging, loving Momma too much, glorifying 
money, and being a selfish 23-year-old. He’s praying, though, so maybe he’ll 
learn raw anger isn’t a sustainable lifestyle. Till then, he’s just like his dad. 

Reminds you of: Notorious B.I.G. / Lil’ Wayne / Kanye West’s massive ego  

 
  



Alabama Shakes 
Boys & Girls 
Rating: 6.8 

 

 

Brittany Howard’s slurry, big-hearted warble lets Alabama Shakes get away 
with more cliché and sentiment than it should. (There are more “bless-my-
souls” here than a Christian pop album.) The sonic structures surprise more 
than most Memphis R&B records and the music’s fuzziness conveys more 
ambiguity than the oft-insipid lyrics. 

Reminds you of: Amy Winehouse / The Black Crowes / Sharon Jones, with less 
Dap-Kings and more Lynyrd Skynyrd 

  



 Bear in Heaven 
 I Love You, It’s Cool 

 Rating: 5.9 
 

 

Echo effects and grainy keyboards obscure the faux-British vocals, lending Bear 
in Heaven the aura of raincoat weather. The production washes over 
everything like a quiet summer shower. Rainfall, while pretty, unfortunately 
tends to make everything look the same. At least the muscular, danceable 
drums come in strong, like thunder. 

Reminds you of: VHS or Beta / Tanlines / Spiritualized, with shorter songs 

 

  



Big K.R.I.T. 
4eva N A Day 

Rating: 5.5 
 

 

When K.R.I.T.‘s beats are dense and complicated, so’s his lyrical flow. When 
not, he spits rhymes Run DMC would deem too simplistic. He’s a striver—
throughout this “day-in-the-life-of” mixtape, he’s honest about wanting to get 
his (money and women). But just because he’s honest doesn’t mean he’s not 
an asshole. 

Reminds us of: David Banner | Master P | Lyrics Born 

 
  



Black Mountain 
Year Zero: The Original Soundtrack 

Rating: 4.0 
 

 

Black Mountain is hipster prog—droning keyboards, monotone slacker vocals, 
and a post-apocalyptic vibe. The two best songs—“Breathe” and “Modern 
Music”—are the shortest and catchiest. The band likes them least; the latter’s 
chorus calls it, sarcastically, “another pop explosion, another hit recording.” 
Wish there were more of those here. 

Reminds you of: My Bloody Valentine / The Church / Dream Theater 

  



Bob Mould 
Silver Age 
Rating: 8.5 

 

 

“Aging gracefully” wouldn’t suit Mould but at least he’s pissed at the right 

targets: his own failings, corrosive relationships, know-nothing kids, the 

culture’s narcissism. The songs snap with brio and snarl, and the rhythm 

section’s never seemed more necessary. Maturing means learning to share 

your vision with others—that’s progress. 

 

Reminds you of: Sugar (duh) / Hüsker Dü at its best (also duh) / The Who, circa 

Live at Leeds  



Bruce Springsteen 
Wrecking Ball 

Rating: 6.5 
 

 

Like Steven Spielberg, Bruce Springsteen needs redemption and hope with his 
rage and bitterness, even when his despairing characters have every right to 
their raw anger. So, beware the synth-dominated, sappy clunkers here. That 
still leaves an EP’s worth of guitar-bleeding, tom-tom-pounding, horn-blasting 
songs worth cheering about, and fighting over. 

Reminds you of: Billy Bragg / Neil Young and Crazy Horse / The Mekons, in 
their Fear and Whiskey period / His own damn self, c. 1980  

 
 
 
  



Children of the Night 
Queens, Revisited 

Rating: 6.0 
 

 

With beats that slur and pause suddenly, and slow-flowing wordplay that’s 
witty (but full of half-rhymes and weak meter), Children of the Night wear their 
influences (A Tribe Called Quest, J Dilla) on their sleeves. But, hey, at least they 
add nerd culture—Star Wars, comic-book stores—and baseball to the mix. 

Reminds you of: A Tribe Called Quest / J Dilla / Dream Warriors 

 

  



Corin Tucker Band 
Kill My Blues 
Rating: 9.2 

 

 
 

With wild joy, bellowing, and anxious jangles, Corin Tucker Band explodes the 
lie that marriage and family stifle creativity, and are just no fun. Hard? Often. 
Nail-biting? Sometimes. Worrisome? Hell yes. But dull? No, ma’am. The angular 
guitars and tricky rhythms contain as many thorns as Tucker’s rosy, beautiful 
lyrics. 
 
Reminds you of: Mahalia Jackson / Heavens to Betsy / Le Tigre 
  



Death Grips 
The Money Store 

Rating: 2.9 
 

 

An unholy alliance of electroclash and rap, Death Grips spits fire, mostly about 
its supposed greatness. Constant gruff yelling, staticky beats, and shrill 
oscillations dominate the sound. The music gets attention, sure, just like the 
sloppy drunk in the club who’s wearing the diamond grill, throwing out signs—
and being avoided. 

Reminds you of: El-P / Fischerspooner / N.W.A. 

 
 
  



EL-P 
Cancer for Cure 

Rating: 7.2 
 

 

Cancer for Cure’s corrosive, frayed music sounds like it’s filtered through rusty 
tin and mixed on grimy tape. Guest artists overshadow El-P’s rough, wordy 
rhymes, because he’s merely a competent MC. Be careful, though—the 
distorted beats are good enough to let you overlook (and even grow to like) his 
lyrics. 

Reminds you of: DJ Shadow / RJD2 / Beastie Boys, in the Ill Communication era 

 
 
  



Islands 
A Sleep & A Forgetting 

Rating: 6.9 
 

 

Flat-voiced and eternally sighing, Nicholas Thorburn gets away with bemoaning 
his broken relationship because of snappy drums, clear-ringing piano, and 
harmonies that reach out to touch someone other than himself. The best 
songs, “Hallways” and “Can’t Feel My Face,” are the fastest; heartbreak gets 
uptempo and angry, too. 

Reminds you of: Blood on the Tracks for wimps / Springsteen’s Devils & 
Dust with more synths / Lou Barlow  

  



Japandroids 
Celebration Rock 

Rating: 9.0 
 

 

Whitney Balliett once wrote, “there is little that two instruments cannot do 

together.” Here, all it takes is one fuzzed-out guitar, one beat-to-hell drum kit, 

and two yelping kids convinced that CBGB’s and arena rock can mix. Sonically, 

there’s little groundbreaking here. But there’s also little that isn’t flat-out 

amazing. 

 

Reminds you of: The White Stripes / The Hold Steady / The Replacements  

  



Killer Mike 
R.A.P. Music 
Rating: 7.4 

 

 

Can I admire Killer Mike and El-P’s abrasive technique while wanting more 
melody? Can I wish Mike’s gender politics were as complex as his racial ones? 
Could there be more wit and less swagger? Would Mike call me just another 
buppie hypnotized by American “democracy”? Yes, yes, yes, probably. 

Reminds you of: OutKast / El-P / Missy Elliott  

 

  



Miike Snow 
Happy To You 

Rating: 7.0 
 

 

Dance music for melancholics, Happy to You warms even when it’s lyrically 
coldest. Miike Snow filters the vocals through a million digital effects but the 
overall sound remains organic. Drums pulse, pianos clink, guitars slur, and 
voices breathe. Only the robotic, sexless remixes (not by the band) lose the 
plot. 

Reminds you of: Moby | James Blake | RJD2  

 

  



Pelican 
Ataraxia/Taraxis EP 

Rating: 3.7 
 

 

At least Pelican‘s decent enough to make its “complex” sludge metal without 
vocals. The droning, bleeding guitars go nowhere. The bass plods repetitively. 
The drumwork’s muscularity hides its lack of invention. But there’s no Cookie 
Monster growl or headache-inducing shrieks about bloody carcasses, or 
hobbits. Count your blessings, eh? 

Reminds you of: Unwed Sailor | Slint | Tortoise, with less keyboards and more 
rawk  

 

  



Plug 1 & Plug 2 
First Serve 
Rating: 7.5 

 

 

De La Soul’s Posdnous and Dave portray, hilariously, rappers struggling to make 
it big. The struggle seems lightweight and summery—with horns, synths, 
melodic basslines—but the lesson still needs learning: Friendship’s worth more 
than fame. The in-album DJ says, “It’s hip-hop, it’s disco, it’s classic.” (Like, 
classic 1976.) She’s right. 

Reminds you of: De La Soul / Donna Summer / Prince Paul’s A Prince Among 
Thieves 

 
 
  



Santigold 
Master of My Make-Believe 

Rating: 7.2 
 

 

Santigold filters rap, dancehall and R&B through a militaristic sound. Like the 
military, individuality (songs) gives way to communal ideals (the album). The 
mechanized whole gradually reveals a glistening, organic voice. Santigold 
perhaps plagiarizes M.I.A.’s tactics, sure. For women artists searching for useful 
formations, though, there are worse role models. 

Reminds you of: M.I.A. / The Yeah Yeah Yeahs / Devo 

 

  



Spiritualized 
Sweet Heart Sweet Light 

Rating: 9.0 
 

 

Some will find this overlong and excessively layered—all those strings, horns, 
choirs, drums, and feedback squalls. Me, I enjoyed peeling back Spiritualized’s 
onion skins of space rock and black gospel, bound together by Jason Pierce’s 
weary voice. His drawl contrasts with the high-spirited music, creating a sound 
that thrills and disturbs. 

Reminds you of: The Verve Pipe / My Bloody Valentine / Talking Heads, post-
Brian Eno / an A.M.E. church service on Sunday morning 

 

  



Tanlines 
Mixed Emotions 

Rating: 7.8 
 

 

Tanlines takes more cues from Depeche Mode and Peter Gabriel than from the 
Republic of Zaire, so let’s not go overboard with the “Afropop-influenced” 
critical gestures. But the boys have excellent taste, wonderfully intricate beats, 
sunshiny guitars, and vocals that fuse emotional impact and Eurotrashy world-
weariness in equal measures. 

Reminds us of: Pet Shop Boys | Depeche Mode | Vampire Weekend, with a 
head cold | Four Tet 

 

  



Twin Shadow 
Confess 

Rating: 6.1 
 

 

“I don’t care about you,” a persistent refrain here, reveals Twin Shadow’s utter 
narcissism. He mopes sexily, and he wears his beautiful, echoing synthesizers 
well. He’s pretty, and he sings gorgeously. But, honey, when he addresses his 
songs to “you,” keep in mind he’s singing to his reflection. 

Reminds you of: The Police / The Cure /  Morrissey  



Yamantaka/Sonic Titan 
YT//ST  

Rating: 7.0 
 

 

Credit drummer/producer Alaska B for making this blend—post-punk, metal, 
opera, ambient, prog—sound not just natural but seamless. There’s a lot of 
moving parts here, with singing both in English (which I sorta deciphered 
through the noise) and Japanese (which I can’t decipher at all), but it’s 
controlled, oddly gorgeous chaos. 

Reminds you of: Yuka Honda / Boredoms / King Crimson / John Zorn, in his 
“film soundtracks” mode  


